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The quality and intelligibility of the speech in the presence of background noise can be improved
by speech enhancement algorithms. This thesis addresses the issue of estimating the noise
spectrum for speech enhancement applications. Two noise estimation algorithms are proposed
for highly non-stationary noise environments. In method-1 a voice activity detector is first used
to classify each frame of speech continuously into the speech present/absent frames, and the
noise spectrum estimate is updated using a constant smoothing factor for speech absent frames
and a frequency dependent smoothing factor for speech present frames. In method-2 the noise
spectrum estimate is updated using a frequency dependent smoothing factor irrespective of
speech present/absent frames. In both methods, the frequency dependent smoothing factor is
calculated based on estimated speech presence probabilities in subbands. Speech presence is
determined by computing the ratio of the noisy speech power spectrum to its local minimum,
which is computed by averaging past values of the noisy speech power spectra with a look-ahead
factor. The local minimum estimation algorithm adapts very quickly to highly non-stationary
noise environments. This was confirmed with formal listening tests that indicated that the
vi

proposed noise estimation algorithms when integrated in speech enhancement were preferred
over other noise estimation algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Speech enhancement has found many applications particularly with the increase in automatic
speech recognition and mobile communications. In automatic speech recognition systems, the
performance degrades badly in the case of adverse environments with very low SNR. It was
found that the recognition rate can be improved by applying a speech enhancement algorithm to
the degraded speech to improve the intelligibility. Also in the case of mobile communication, the
speech signal is degraded by different types of noise in the communication channel. Hence there
is a need for speech enhancement system in the receiver. Many speech enhancement systems
[6,7] have been developed based on spectral subtraction and Wiener filtering principles. The
common features of all these methods are to estimate the power spectrum of clean speech using
the power spectrum of noisy speech and noise. In single channel speech enhancement systems
there will be access only to noisy speech and hence the noise statistics have to be estimated from
the noisy speech itself.
Usually the noise spectrum estimate is obtained from the first few milli-seconds of noisy
speech which are silence regions. This assumption is valid for the case of stationary noise in
which the noise spectrum does not vary much over time. Traditional VADs [8,9] also track the
noise only frames of the noisy speech to update the noise estimate. But the update of noise
estimate in those methods is limited to speech absent frames. This is not enough for the case of
non-stationary noise in which the power spectrum of noise varies even during speech activity.
Hence there is a need to update the noise spectrum continuously over time and this is done by a
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2
noise estimation algorithms [10,11]. This thesis proposes two new algorithms are proposed
which are suitable for highly non-stationary noise environments.
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, some of the existing noise estimation
algorithms are explained in detail and the drawbacks of these algorithms are discussed at the end
of the chapter. In chapter 3, two proposed noise estimation algorithms are presented. Also the
proposed methods are compared with some of the existing algorithms and the subjective and
objective measures were derived. In chapter 4 the summary and conclusions are given along with
the contributions of the thesis work.

CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING NOISE ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
In this chapter some of the existing noise estimation algorithms which were based on
tracking noise using the power spectrum of noisy speech are discussed. Most of these algorithms
can be classified broadly into two classes. The first class is based on updating the noise estimate
by tracking the silence regions of speech and the other class is based on updating noise estimate
using the histogram of the noisy speech power spectrum.

2.1 Minimum Statistics (MS) noise estimation [1]
Martin’s [1] method was based on minimum statistics and optimal smoothing of the noisy
speech power spectral density. This method rested on two major observations. The first
observation was independence of speech and noise which implied that the power spectrum of the
noisy speech was equal to the sum of the power spectrum of clean speech and noise respectively.
That is,
2

2

Y (λ, k ) = X (λ, k ) + D(λ, k )
2

2

2

(2.1)

2

where Y (λ, k ) , X (λ, k ) and D(λ, k ) were the power spectrum of noisy speech, clean speech
and noise respectively and λ and k denoted the time index and frequency bin index
respectively. The second observation was that the power spectrum of noisy speech often
becomes equal to the power spectrum of noise. This happens during speech pauses and also
between words and syllables. Hence the estimate of noise power spectral density was obtained
by tracking the minimum of the noisy speech in each frequency bin separately. Also, since the
3

4
minimum was biased towards lower values, unbiased estimate was obtained by multiplying with
a bias factor which was derived from the statistics of the local minimum.

2.1.1 Principles of the minimum statistics algorithm
Since the power spectral density of noisy speech was equal to the sum of noise power and
speech power, noise variance was estimated by tracking the minimum of noisy speech power
spectral density over a fixed window length. This window length was chosen wide enough to
bridge the broadest peak in any speech signal. It was found out experimentally [12] that window
lengths of approximately 0.8-1.4s gave good results.
For searching the minimum a first-order recursive version of the noisy speech power spectral
density was used:
P (λ, k ) = αP (λ, k ) + (1 − α) Y (λ, k )

2

(2.2)

where α was the smoothing constant. To improve the performance of the minimum tracking
procedure the following modifications were made.
1. Replacing the constant smoothing factor in Eq. (2.2) with the time-frequency dependent
smoothing factor.
2. Deriving a bias factor for the noise estimate since the minimum tracking was biased
towards lower values.
3. Improving tracking speed of the algorithm for increasing noise levels.

2.1.2 Deriving optimal time-frequency dependent smoothing factor
The smoothing parameter used in Eq. (2.2) had to be very low to follow the non-stationarity
of the speech signal. On the other hand, it had to be close to one to keep the variance of the
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minimum tracking as small as possible. Hence there was need for time and frequency dependent
smoothing factors in place of a fixed smoothing factor.
This was derived for speech absent region. The requirement was that the smoothed power
spectrum P (λ, k ) had to be equal to the noise variance σD2 (λ, k ) during speech pauses. Hence the
smoothing parameter was derived by minimizing the mean squared error between P (λ, k ) and
σD2 (λ, k ) as follows

E

{(P(λ, k ) − σ (λ, k ))
2
D

2

}

P (λ − 1, k )

(2.3)

where
P (λ, k ) = α(λ, k )P (λ, k ) + (1 − α(λ, k )) Y (λ, k )

2

(2.4)

Note that in Eq. (2.4) time-frequency dependent smoothing factor α(λ, k ) was used instead of
fixed α as defined in (2.2). Substituting (2.4) in (2.3) and setting the first derivative to zero gave
the optimum value for α(λ, k ) :
αopt (λ, k ) =

1

(

2
D

)

1 + P (λ − 1, k ) σ (λ, k ) − 1

2

(2.5)

But in real time implementation, the value of estimated noise variance σˆD2 (λ, k ) lags behind
true noise variance σD2 (λ, k ) . Hence some correction factor αc (λ) was calculated using the ratio
of averaged smoothed periodogram to estimated noise variance. The final smoothing parameter
after the correction factor was given as

αopt (λ, k ) =

(

αmax αc (λ)

)

1 + P (λ − 1, k ) σˆD2 (λ, k ) − 1

2

(2.6)
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where αmax = 0.96 . Figure 2.1 shows the smoothed power spectrum for a speech degraded by
5dB

babble

noise

and

the

corresponding

smoothing

factor

αopt (λ, k )

for

a

Smoothing factor at f = 500 Hz

α(λ,k)
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Fig 2.1. Top panel: Plot of time-frequency dependent smoothing constant derived for a noisy
speech (5dB SNR) at f = 500 Hz. Bottom panel: Plot of noisy speech power spectrum for the
same noisy speech at f = 500 Hz.
single frequency bin. It can be seen that the smoothing constant decreases to near zero when the
speech power increases to follow the non-stationarity of speech and becomes close to one when
speech was absent to reduce the variance of the minimum.

2.1.3 Bias factor
As the minimum was biased towards lower values, the bias factor for compensating the
minimum of noisy speech power spectrum was derived using the statistics of minimum of the

7
correlated PSD estimates of noisy speech. It was stated that since pdf of P (λ, k ) was scaled by

σD2 (λ, k ) , the minimum statistics of the short term estimates Pmin (λ, k ) was also scaled by
σD2 (λ, k ) . Thus the bias term was derived by finding the mean of minimum PSD for some
σD2 (λ, k ) =1 which after simplification gave
2
Bmin (λ, k ) ≈ 1 + (L − 1) 
Qeq (λ, k )

(2.7)

where L was the window length over which the minimum was found and Qeq (λ, k ) called
“equivalent degrees of freedom”, was a function of smoothed periodogram, and the previous
noise variance. The unbiased noise estimate was then obtained as

σˆD2 (λ, k ) = Bmin (λ, k ).Pmin (λ, k )

-10
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Fig 2.2. Top panel: Plot of noisy speech power spectrum and noise estimate using [1] for a noisy
speech (5dB SNR) at f=500 Hz. Bottom panel: Plot of true and estimated noise power spectrum
using [1] for the same noisy speech at f=500 Hz.
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Figure 2.2 shows the power spectrum of noisy speech and the estimated noise power spectrum of
a speech degraded by babble noise at 5dB SNR. The estimated noise spectrum is compared with
the true noise spectrum for the same example.

2.1.4 Efficient minimum search algorithm
The minimum for the noisy speech was found over L consecutive frames. In the worst case
of increasing noise levels, the minimum search lagged behind by 2L frames. To reduce this lag
the whole window of L frames was divided into U subwindows of V samples each (L = UV). In
this case, the maximum delay was reduced to L+V frames compared to 2L frames in the previous
case.

2.1.5 Experimental results
The performance of the noise estimation algorithm was assessed using both objective and
subjective measures. For objective measure, the percentage relative estimation error and the error
variance were calculated between the true noise spectrum and estimated noise spectrum for white
Gaussian noise, vehicular noise and street noise with a SNR of 15 dB using continuous English
sentences and sentences with speech pauses. For subjective analysis, the noise estimation
algorithm was combined with multiplicatively modified minimum mean square error log spectral
amplitude (MM-MMSE-LSA) estimator [6,10] and the 2400bps MELP speech coder [13]. The
diagnostic acceptability measure (DAM) and diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) scores were presented.
All the results showed superior performance for minimum statistics approach compared to the
VAD [1]. The tracking of minimum in each frequency bin separately helped in retaining the
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weak voiced consonants which may be classified as noise only frames by most of the VAD’s
since their energy was concentrated in very small number of frequency bins.

2.2 Minima Controlled Recursive Averaging (MCRA) [2]
In [2] a new approach, called minima controlled recursive averaging (MCRA) was
introduced for noise estimation. The noise estimate was updated by averaging the past spectral
values of noisy speech which was controlled by a time and frequency dependent smoothing
factors. These smoothing factors were calculated based on the signal presence probability in each
frequency bin separately. This probability was in turn calculated using the ratio of the noisy
speech power spectrum to its local minimum calculated over a fixed window time.

2.2.1 Noise spectrum estimation
The derivation for noise power spectrum from the signal presence probability was based on
the following two hypotheses
H 0 (λ, k ) : Y (λ, k ) = D(λ, k )

(2.9)

H 1(λ, k ) : Y (λ, k ) = X (λ, k ) + D(λ, k )

where Y (λ, k ) , X (λ, k ) and D(λ, k ) represented the short time Fourier transform of the noisy
speech, clean speech and noise respectively and H 0 (λ, k ) and H 1(λ, k ) represented the speech
absent and speech present hypotheses respectively. The noise variance was represented as
2
σD2 (λ, k ) = E ⎡⎢ D(λ, k ) ⎤⎥ . The update of noise estimate for the above two hypotheses was written
⎣
⎦

as follows.

H 0' (λ, k ) : σˆD2 (λ + 1, k ) = αd σˆD2 (λ, k ) + (1 − αd ) Y (λ, k )
H 1' (λ, k ) : σˆD2 (λ + 1, k ) = σˆD2 (λ, k )

2

(2.10)
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where σˆD2 (λ, k ) was the estimate of noise variance and αd (0< αd <1) was the smoothing factor.
Eq. (2.10) was based on the principle that noise estimate was updated whenever silence was
detected, otherwise it was kept constant. The overall noise estimate was obtained based on
speech presence probability as

σˆD (λ + 1, k ) = [σˆD (λ + 1, k ) | H 1' (λ, k )]p '(λ, k ) +

(2.11)

[σˆD (λ + 1, k ) | H 0' (λ, k )](1 − p '(λ, k ))]

where p '(λ, k )  P (H 1' (λ, k ) | Y (λ, k )) was the speech presence probability. The noise variance
for the two hypotheses defined in (2.10) was substituted and simplified as follows:
σˆD2 (λ + 1, k ) = αd (λ, k )σˆD (λ, k ) + [1 − αd (λ, k )] Y (λ, k )

2

(2.12)

where

αd (λ, k )  αd + (1 − αd )p '(λ, k )

(2.13)

.2.2.2 Computing speech presence probability
The speech presence probability p '(λ, k ) in each frequency bin was calculated using the ratio
of the noisy speech power spectrum to its local minimum. For finding the local minimum, a
smoothed power spectrum of noisy speech using first order recursive averaging was calculated as
follows
P (λ, k ) = αs P (λ − 1, k ) + (1 − αs ) Y (λ, k )

2

(2.14)

where αs was the smoothing factor. This helped reduce the variance of the local minimum of the
noisy speech power spectrum. Then, the local minimum was found over a fixed window length
of L time frames by sample wise comparison of smoothed power spectrum of noisy speech and
the local minimum of noisy speech as follows

11
Pmin (λ, k ) = min {Pmin (λ − 1, k ), P (λ, k )}
Ptmp (λ, k ) = min {Ptmp (λ − 1, k ), P (λ, k )}

(2.15)

where Pmin (λ, k ) and Ptmp (λ, k ) were the local minimum and temporary variable respectively.
For every L frames processed, the temporary variable was updated as follows to avoid Pmin (λ, k )
falling behind the global minimum:

Pmin (λ, k ) = min {Ptmp (λ − 1, k ), P (λ, k )}
Ptmp (λ, k ) = P (λ, k )

(2.16)

This parameter L was the length of the window over which the minimum was updated. This L
had to be chosen to cover the broadest peak of the speech spectrum. This parameter also
controlled the update of the noise power spectrum particularly for increasing noise levels. Based
on their experiments [2] with different speakers and noise types, window lengths of 0.5-1.5s
were found to be optimum. Very small window length may result in overestimation of noise if
the window length was less than the width of the speech peak itself. Also, very large window
length will delay the update of noise variance estimate particularly for increasing noise levels.
The ratio of the noisy speech power spectra to its local minimum was defined as

Sr (λ, k ) = P (λ, k )/ Pmin (λ, k ) . A decision rule for finding speech present regions was derived by
solving the Bayes minimum-cost function and was given as follows
If Sr (λ, k ) > δ then
speech present → I (λ, k ) = 1

(2.17)

else
speech absent → I (λ, k ) = 0
Figure 2.3 shows the ratio Sr (λ, k ) for a noisy speech of SNR 5dB with babble noise at 500 Hz.
The noisy speech spectrum at that frequency is also shown for reference. The dashed line in the
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bottom panel of the figure shows the threshold δ . Hence, all bins for which the ratio Sr (λ, k )
was greater than the threshold were taken as speech present regions. Otherwise they were taken
as speech absent region. The speech presence probability was obtained using the above decision
rule as follows:

pˆ '(λ, k ) = αp pˆ '(λ, k ) + (1 − αp )I (λ, k )

(2.18)

where αp was a smoothing constant and I (λ, k ) was the indicator function for the speech
presence decision defined in (2.17).
Noisy speech power spectrum at frequency 500 Hz
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Power
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Fig 2.3. Top panel: Plot of noisy speech power spectrum for a noisy speech at SNR 5dB with
babble noise at f=500 Hz. Bottom panel: Plot of Sr (λ, k ) for the same noisy speech at f =500 Hz.
The dashed line shows the threshold δ .
After calculating the speech presence probability, the time-frequency dependent smoothing
factor was calculated using (2.13) and then the noise variance was updated using (2.12).
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The following are some of the merits of the algorithm.
¾ The parameter δ was not sensitive to types and intensity of the noise.
¾ Second, the ratio Sr (λ, k ) defined above was more correlated to the posteriori SNR, and
hence the probability that the speech power was very high compared to noise when

Sr (λ, k ) < δ was very small. Hence, even a slight increase in noise estimate by deciding
H 0' when H 1' was not very destructive.
¾ The correlation of speech in adjacent frames was exploited using αp by first order
recursion in (2.18).
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Fig 2.4. Plot of true noise power spectrum and estimated noise power spectrum using [2] for a
noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f = 500 Hz.
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Figure 2.4 shows the true noise power spectrum and the estimated noise power spectrum for the
same example considered in Figure 2.1.

2.2.3 Experimental results
The performance of the MCRA approach was compared with weighted averaged method [5]
after combining both the methods with optimally modified log-spectral amplitude estimator
speech enhancement procedure [14]. For objective results, the improvement in segmental SNR
was reported for white Gaussian noise, car interior noise and F16 cockpit noise for various noise
levels from -5 to 10 dB. In all the cases, the MCRA approach showed a higher performance
compared to weighted averaged method. Also, the methods were compared with a subjective
study of spectrogram of enhanced speech and informal listening tests. The tracking ability of the
algorithms was tested by comparing the spectrograms of enhanced speech for a signal recorded
in a car by suddenly turning on the defroster in full. As expected, the weighted averaged method
did not track the noise completely even after 12s whereas MCRA method tracked the noise floor
in less than 3s.

2.3 Improved MCRA [3]
In [3], an improved MCRA noise variance estimator was proposed with improvements to [2]
in the following aspects:
¾ Minimum tracking during speech activity.
¾ Speech presence probability estimation.
¾ Derivation of a bias compensation factor.
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2.3.1 Noise spectrum estimation
As in [2] the derivation for noise estimate was based on the two hypotheses H 0 (λ, k ) and

H 1(λ, k ) representing speech absence and presence respectively. The PDF’s of STFT of both
speech and noise were assumed to be Gaussian. Then the conditional speech presence probability

p(λ, k )  P (H 1(λ, k ) | γ(λ, k )) was derived as [7]
−1

⎧⎪
⎫⎪
q(λ, k )
p(λ, k ) = ⎨⎪1 +
(1 + ξ(λ, k )) exp(−v(λ, k ))⎪⎬
⎪⎩⎪
⎪⎭⎪
1 − q(λ, k )

(2.19)

where q(λ, k )  p(H 0 (λ, k )) was a priori probability for speech absence and v  γξ /(1 + ξ ) , γ
and ξ were a posteriori and a priori SNRs respectively. From the speech presence probability the
noise estimate was updated using the time-frequency dependent smoothing factor as in [2].
σˆD2 (λ + 1, k ) = αd (λ, k )σˆD (λ, k ) + [1 − αd (λ, k )] Y (λ, k )

2

(2.20)

where αd (λ, k )  αd + (1 − αd )p(λ, k ) . The speech presence probability was biased towards
higher values to avoid speech distortion. Hence a bias compensation factor was introduced to the
noise estimate as follows

σD2 (λ, k ) = βσˆD2 (λ, k )

(2.21)

and the value of β was determined as 1.47.

2.3.2 Computing speech absence probability
The minimum in each frequency bin was tracked individually using a procedure similar to [1]
with the following variations:
¾ The number of past frames taken for minimum update depends on speech presence
probability as compared to fixed window length in [1]. Very long window length was
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used for frequent speech present regions and smaller window length for frequent absent
regions.
¾ The smoothing was carried out in both time and frequency thereby exploiting the
correlation of speech presence in adjacent frequency bins of consecutive frames.
¾ The smoothing of noisy speech was done in two iterations. The first iteration gave a
rough VAD decision and the second iteration excluded high power speech regions to
reduce the variance of minimum.

The first iteration of smoothing was given as follows
S f (λ, k ) =

w

∑ b(i) Y (λ, k )

2

(2.22)

i =−w

and

S (λ, k ) = αsS (λ − 1, k ) + (1 − αs )S f (λ, k )

(2.23)

where b(i ) is the hamming window and αs is the smoothing constant. Eq. (2.22) gives the
frequency smoothing and Eq. (2.23) gives the time smoothing. The minimum of noisy speech
was found over a window of L frames [1], as follows

S min (λ, k )  min {S (λ ', k ) | λ − L + 1 ≤ λ ' ≤ λ }

(2.24)

As stated in [1] the mean of the minimum was proportional to the noise variance and a constant
bias term independent of noise spectrum was used as follows:
−1
E {S min (λ, k ) | ξ(λ, k ) = 0} = Bmin
.σD2 (λ, k ).

Then a rough speech presence decision was given as:

(2.25)
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if γ min (λ, k ) < γ 0
⎪⎧⎪
⎪⎪1
(speech is absent)
and ζ (λ, k ) < ζ 0
I (λ, k ) = ⎨
⎪⎪
⎪⎪0 otherwise
(speech is present)
⎪⎩

(2.26)

where
2

Y (λ, k )
S (λ, k )
γ min (λ, k ) 
; ζ (λ, k ) 
BminS min (λ, k )
BminS min (λ, k )

(2.27)

The threshold values γ0 and ζ0 were set so that the error margin in making a wrong decision was
below a threshold. Eq. (2.26) was based on the same principle as in [2]. Whenever the ratio of
noisy speech power spectrum to the local minimum was greater than a threshold, it was
considered as speech present, otherwise, it was considered as speech absent. Instead of using
only one ratio as in [2], two different ratio factors were used to make speech present decision
with higher confidence.
The second iteration which excluded the high energy speech regions was as follows

⎧⎪ w
2
⎪⎪ ∑ b(i )I (λ, k − i ) Y (λ, k − i )
w
⎪⎪ i =−w
,
if
I (λ, k − i ) ≠ 0
w
∑
⎪
Sf (λ, k ) = ⎪⎨
i
w
=−
∑ b(i)I (λ, k − i)
⎪⎪
i =−w
⎪⎪
⎪⎪ S(λ − 1, k )
otherwise
⎪⎩

(2.28)

S(λ, k ) = αsS(λ − 1, k ) + (1 − αs )Sf (λ, k )

(2.29)

and

where Eq. (2.28) gives the smoothing in frequency and Eq. (2.29) gives the smoothing in time.
Thus excluding high energy speech components as in Eq. (2.28) was useful in selecting smaller
window length L, which reduced the delay in responding to the rising noise power compared to
[1]. Let Smin (λ, k ) be the minimum of the noisy speech S(λ, k ) in the second iteration. Then the
actual speech absence probability was given by
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⎧
if γmin (λ, k ) ≤ 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
1,
⎪
⎪
and ζ(λ, k ) < ζ 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪(γ1 − γmin (λ, k )) if 1<γmin (λ, k ) < γ1
qˆ(λ, k ) = ⎪
⎨
⎪
(γ1 − 1)
and ζ(λ, k ) < ζ 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0,
otherwise
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

(2.30)

where
γmin (λ, k ) 

2
Y (λ, k )
S(λ, k )
(λ, k ) 
;
ζ
BminSmin (λ, k )
BminSmin (λ, k )
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(2.31)
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Fig 2.5. Plot of true noise power spectrum and estimated noise power spectrum using [3] at for a
noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=500 Hz.
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The threshold γ1 was set to satisfy a significant margin so that the probability of wrong decision
was smaller than a threshold. Using the speech absence probability found from (2.30) the timefrequency smoothing factor was calculated and the noise estimate was updated. Figure 2.5 shows
the power spectrum of true noise and the estimated noise for the same example considered
above.

2.3.3 Performance evaluation
The performance of the algorithm was evaluated by both subjective and objective measures.
For objective measure, the relative estimation error between true noise spectrum and estimated
noise spectrum and the improvements in segmental SNR were calculated. Noise signals taken
from Noisex92 database [15] include white noise, car noise and F16 cockpit noise. The speech
signal was degraded at different SNR values in the range [-5,10] dB. The IMCRA method was
compared with that of MS [1] for all the test cases and it showed improved performance in all
cases. This was conformed with the subjective study of histogram and informal listening tests.

2.4 Continuous spectral minima tracking [4]
In [4] a computationally efficient noise estimation algorithm was proposed for speech
enhancement. In contrast to using a specified window time for tracking the minimum of noisy
speech as in [1-3], the noise estimate was updated continuously by smoothing noisy speech
power spectra in each frequency bin separately using a non-linear smoothing rule.
For tracking the minimum of noisy speech power spectrum, a short-time smoothed version of
the periodogram of noisy speech was computed as follows
P (λ, k ) = αP (λ − 1, k ) + (1 − α) Y (λ, k )

2

(2.32)
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with α as a forgetting factor between 0.7 and 0.9.
The non-linear rule used for estimating the noise spectrum by tracking the minimum of noisy
speech power spectrum in each frequency bin separately was given as follows.
If Pmin (λ, k ) < P (λ, k ) then
Pmin (λ, k ) = γPmin (λ − 1, k ) +

else

1− γ
(P (λ, k ) − βP (λ − 1, k ))
1− β

(2.33)

Pmin (λ, k ) = P (λ, k )

(2.34)

where Pmin (λ, k ) is the noise estimate and the values of the parameters were α=0.7, β=0.96 and
γ=0.998.
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Fig 2.6. Plot of true noise spectrum and estimated noise spectrum using [4] for a noisy speech
(5dB SNR) at f=500 Hz.
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Also, the look-ahead factor β in the minimum tracking can be adjusted to vary the adaptation
time of the algorithm. The typical adaptation time was 0.2 to 0.4s with the values mentioned
above. Figure 2.6 shows an example of true noise power spectrum and the estimated noise
power spectrum for the same example considered above.

2.5 Weighted averaging technique [5]
In [5] two techniques were presented for noise estimation using noisy speech power
spectrum. Similar to the other methods discussed so far, these methods did not require explicit
voice activity detection. In both methods the noise spectral estimate was updated by comparing
the noisy speech power spectra to the current noise estimate.
The first method was called the weighted average technique, in which the noise estimate was
updated continuously by smoothing the spectral values of noisy speech which were below the
threshold. This smoothing was represented as follows
D(λ, k ) = αD(λ − 1, k ) + (1 − α) Y (λ, k )

2

(2.35)

where α=0.85 was the smoothing factor.
The threshold for this method was taken as βD(λ − 1, k ) where β takes a value in the range
of 1.5 to 2.5. This threshold was adaptive in the sense that the threshold changes depending on
the noise power level present in the noisy speech. Thus the threshold can follow the slow
changes in noise power levels for slowly varying noise statistics. The overall algorithm can be
summarized as follows
2

If Y (λ, k ) < βD(λ − 1, k ) then
D(λ, k ) = αD(λ − 1, k ) + (1 − α) Y (λ, k )
else
D(λ, k ) = D(λ − 1, k )

2

(2.36)
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Figure 2.7 shows the true noise spectrum and the estimated noise spectrum for the same example
considered above.
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Fig 2.7. Plot of true noise spectrum and estimated noise spectrum using weighted averaged
method [5] for a noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=500 Hz.
An objective evaluation of the noise estimation algorithm was presented by calculating the
relative mean squared error between the true noise spectrum and the estimated noise spectrum
and the averaged value was around 3.4% for different SNR values of speech degraded by car
noise. Also informal listening tests were conducted by combining the technique with nonlinear
spectral subtraction and the result showed some appreciable suppression of the noise.
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2.6 Histogram based technique [5]
In the second method in [5], the noise estimate was updated based on the histogram of the
past noise segments. These noise segments were updated using the same threshold as mentioned
in the first method in [5]. The histogram was found for the past 400ms of noise segments and the
value which had the maximum occurrence was taken as the estimate of noise spectrum. This was
done separately for each frequency bin. Also, a first order recursive smoothing was performed
after finding the noise spectrum estimate from the histogram to avoid the presence of outliers in
the estimate.
As explained in section 2.5 this method was also assessed by objective measure by finding
the relative mean squared error between the true noise spectrum and the estimated noise
spectrum. The results showed an improved performance for the histogram method over the
weighted averaged method for all the different SNR values for the same example considered
above. Also, this method showed better noise suppression in informal listening tests when
combined with nonlinear spectral subtraction as compared to the weighted average technique.

2.7 Quantile based noise estimation [16]
Most of the algorithms presented so far track noisy only segments of noisy speech to update
the noise estimate. This was done by tracking the minimum of the noisy speech as given by [1,2].
But since the minimum was sensitive to outliers, in [16] more reliable estimate was obtained by
finding noise estimate from the qth-quantile of the noisy speech spectrum. The method was based
on the observation that speech is localized in both time and frequency. Even during speech
present frames, speech is concentrated in a fraction of the entire frequency spectrum. Hence most
of the regions of the noisy speech in the time-frequency plane are in the noise power level.
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To find the quantile, first the noisy speech power spectrum for each frequency bin was
sorted. The qth quantile noise estimate was defined as follows
D(k ) = X (t ⎣⎢qT ⎥⎦ , k )

where

X (t, k )

is

the

sorted

noisy

(2.37)

speech

power

spectrum

such

that

X (t0 , k ) ≤ X (t1, k ) ≤ ..... ≤ X (tT , k ) and T is the duration of speech signal. For example q = 0
gives minimum, q=1 gives maximum and q=0.5 gives the median. Figure 2.8 shows X (t, k ) for
the same example considered above and for a single frequency bin (k = 10).
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Fig 2.8. Plot of quantile of energy distribution in the noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f =500 Hz.
The value of q=0.5 was chosen to be optimum for this method. Also the implementation
used the noisy speech spectrum over the entire time range in order to find the noise estimate at
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time t. This was non-causal in the sense that it required noisy speech of future time to compute
noise estimate of current time. To make the implementation causal, only the noisy speech till
time t was used to find the noise estimate at time t. The error rate for causal case was slightly
higher than the non-causal case since the initial noise estimates for the causal case had more
error because of availability of only fewer noisy speech samples. Also in this method, the
computational cost and memory requirements increased with time t. To improve the efficiency,
finite length of noisy speech samples was used for noise estimation. Once the buffer was full, the
smallest and largest values are removed from the buffer. As expected, the performance of the
algorithm improved for increasing buffer lengths and asymptotically reached the performance of
unlimited buffer case.
The performance of the noise estimation algorithm was evaluated using the word error rates
on a speech recognition task by combining the algorithm with wiener filtering and spectral
subtraction. When the word error rates of enhanced speech were compared with the word error
rates without noise reduction, relative improvements of 25% was obtained for the choice of q =
0.55. As stated before, the word error rates for causal case were slightly higher compared to the
non-causal case.

2.8 Chi-Square test based noise estimation [17]
In this method [17], the noise estimate was updated by finding the noise only frames of the
noisy speech using a chi-square test. This test was based on the principle that if there was a good
fit between the frequency distribution of the observed noisy speech frame and the estimated
noise frame, the observed frame was taken as noise only frame. The noise estimate was also
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updated whenever a noise only frame was found. It was also assumed that the distribution of
noise was Gaussian if long frames were used.
First the noisy speech was bandlimited in 0.2-4KHz and then bandpassed into M (=8)
subbands using a set of IIR bandpass filters. Then, each of these subband signals were divided
into time frames of length L where L>>M. Since the noise pdf was assumed to be Gaussian for
long frames, the current frame was combined with 7 previous frames giving a long frame size of
122ms. Then the chi-square test was applied to noisy speech data as follows.
Let Yk ,p be the noisy signal in subband k and frame p. The samples in the noise vector Dk ,p
was given by

Dk ,p = [dk ,p (1),....., dk ,p (L)]

(2.38)

where L was the frame length. The noise estimate was updated by finding noise-only frames
based on the following two hypotheses
H 0 : Yk ,p = Dˆk ,p−1

noise only frame

H 1 : Yk ,p = Dˆk ,p−1 + X k ,p noise-plus-speech frame

(2.39)

where X k ,p was the speech signal present in frame p. The noise estimate in frame p-1 was
grouped into 7 classes whose boundaries were chosen such that the number in each class was
approximately equal. This was taken as the approximate noise pdf

e = [e1,....., ei ,......, eN ] for N bins

(2.40)

where ei was the number of noise samples falling in bin i. Similarly the current frame of noisy
speech was also grouped into same 7 classes as follows

Ο = [o1,...........oN ]

(2.41)

The chi-square test was then applied to these bins where the chi-square statistic was given by
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N

ℵ2 = ∑
i =1

(oi − ei )2
ei

(2.42)

The calculated value was then compared against a threshold value which depended on the
allowed error probability and obtained from the standard chi-square tables. The hypotheses can
thus be tested as follows

ℵ2

⎧H1
>
⎪
threshold ⇒ ⎪
⎨
<
⎪
H
⎪
⎩ 0

(2.43)

This hypothesis testing was done separately for each of the subbands. If H0 was identified for all
8 subbands the frame was declared to be noise only. The noise estimate was then updated using a
single-sided one pole recursive filter with a smoothing factor of 0.95 and the updated noise frame
was used for the successive frames.

2.9 Drawbacks of existing algorithms
2.9.1 Drawbacks of MS [1]
As explained in section 2.1, the noise power spectrum estimate in [1] was obtained by
tracking the minimum of noisy speech power spectrum over a specified window of length L
frames. This length was based on the concept that it will encompass at least one silence period of
the noisy speech and in turn means that it tracks at least one frame of noise only region. Also,
since there was no way to adjust the length of this window based on the width of the speech
peaks, this window length was chosen large enough to encompass the broadest peak possible in
any speech waveform.
Considering the case of increasing noise levels, this minimum search algorithm had the delay
of 2L frames which was approximately equal to 1.6-2.8s. Hence to reduce this delay, the whole
window was divided into U subwindows of V frames each which resulted in L+V frames of
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delay for increasing noise levels. Even this value was slightly greater than 1.5s [1]. This situation
is illustrated by the Figure 2.9 where initially we have a high SNR of 20dB followed by a speech
of low SNR of 5dB. Similar kind of situation was possible in cellular phone environments when
the user moves from a quiet environment to a noisy environment.
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Fig 2.9. Plot of noisy speech power spectrum and noise estimate using [1] for a noisy speech at
20dB SNR (t<1.8s) followed by a noisy speech at 5dB SNR (t>1.8s) at f=500 Hz.

2.9.2 Drawbacks of MCRA [2]
Similar to [1] the major drawback with the noise estimation algorithm in [2] was the update
of local minimum of noisy speech for increasing noise levels. According to the minimum
tracking rule in [2], the minimum value was chosen as the minimum of previous local minimum
estimate and the current noisy speech power as defined in (2.15). Also, to avoid falling down to
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the global minimum, the temporary variable was updated for every L frames and set equal to the
noisy speech power spectrum at that frame as in (2.16). The local minimum was updated using
the temporary variable at the 2Lth frame. Hence this rule of minimum tracking takes at most 2L
frames for updating the local minimum for increasing noise levels. Also, for typical window
lengths of around 0.5-1.5s, the method takes around 1-3s for updating to higher noise levels.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.10 using the similar example that was used in the previous section.
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Fig 2.10. Plot of noisy speech power spectrum and noise estimate using [2] for a noisy speech at
20dB SNR (t<1.8s) followed by a noisy speech at 5dB SNR (t>1.8s) at f=500 Hz.

2.9.3 Drawbacks of IMCRA [3]
Even in the improved version of MCRA some variation of minimum statistics rule was used
for minimum tracking. Even though the delay for this method was slightly less than that for
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minimum statistics approach, this method takes slightly less than 1.5s to update noise estimate
for increasing noise levels. Figure 2.11 shows the power spectrum of the true noise and estimated
noise spectrum for the same example considered above.
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Fig 2.11. Plot of true noise and estimated noise spectrum using [3] for a noisy speech at SNR
20dB (t<1.8s) followed by a noisy speech at SNR 5dB (t>1.8s) at f=500 Hz.

2.9.4 Drawbacks of Continuous minima tracking [4]
The non-linear tracking used for noise estimation in [4] has continuous smoothing without
any distinction between speech absent or present segments. Hence the noise estimate increases
whenever the noisy speech power spectrum increases irrespective of the changes in noise power
level.
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This will result in overestimation of noise during speech activity and may result in clipping
of speech power. Also, the increase in noise estimate during high speech region may result in
clipping of low speech energy regions that immediately follows the high power speech region.
Figure 2.12 shows the noise spectrum estimated using [4] and the true noise spectrum. The
power spectrum of noisy speech is also shown for the same frequency bin to illustrate that the
noise estimate increases whenever the noisy speech power increases. Some of those regions are
indicated by arrows in the bottom panel of the figure.
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Fig 2.12. Top panel: Plot of noisy speech power spectrum at f = 250 Hz. Bottom panel: Plot of
true noise spectrum and estimated noise spectrum using [4] for a noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=
250 Hz .
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2.9.5 Drawbacks of weighted averaging [5]
In [5] a very simple and computationally efficient procedure was used for noise estimation.
This method however has a drawback when a high SNR speech segment was followed by a low
SNR speech segment. In this case, the initial estimate of the noise power spectrum was very low
during the high SNR regions. Hence the threshold which was based on the current noise estimate
was also very low. During the low SNR regions the noise energy itself will be very high. But the
threshold for finding noise only regions will be very low since it was based on the noise estimate
at high SNR region. This may result in a situation where the noisy speech will never become
smaller than the threshold. Thus the noise estimate will never be updated when the noise power
stays at that higher level itself.
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Fig 2.13. Plot of noisy speech power spectrum and noise estimate using [5] for a noisy speech at
20dB SNR (t<1.8s) followed by a noisy speech at 5dB SNR (t>1.8s) at f=500 Hz .
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This situation was illustrated with the same example considered for the other algorithms above (a
20dB SNR speech followed by a 5dB SNR speech) in Figure 2.13. The figure shows the noisy
speech power spectrum and the estimated noise power spectrum for a single frequency bin over
time. Both weighted average technique and histogram based method given in [5] uses the same
rule for updating the noise only segments. Hence both will fail to track the noise level
completely for the case discussed above.

CHAPTER 3
PROPOSED NOISE ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter two single channel noise estimation algorithms which are based on estimating
the noise power spectrum using only the power spectrum of noisy speech were presented. As
most of the other algorithms explained in the previous chapter, our methods are also based on
tracking the minimum of the noisy speech power spectrum to track the noise only regions.
However, our proposed algorithms do not wait for specific window time to update the noise
estimate. Hence the update for varying noise power levels is much faster compared to most other
algorithms and at the same time noise power spectrum is not overestimated. First the proposed
noise estimation algorithm-1 is presented and then compared with some of the existing noise
estimation algorithms. This algorithm was presented in [18]. Then, the proposed noise estimation
algorithm-2 is presented which is a modified version of algorithm-1.

3.2 Proposed noise estimation algorithm-1
The first method uses two different algorithms to update the noise estimate. The first
algorithm updates the noise power spectrum during speech-absent frames and the second
algorithm updates the noise power spectrum during speech-present frames. Hence the noise
estimate is updated continuously in every frame irrespective of speech present or absent frames.
This is based on the concept that the power spectrum of speech was both localized in time and
frequency, i.e. even in the speech present frames only a fraction of the entire frequency spectrum
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has speech energy in it and all other regions have near zero speech power. This can be illustrated
in Figure 3.1.
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Fig 3.1. Plot of clean speech waveform and the corresponding spectrogram
In figure 3.1, consider the voiced segment in the speech waveform near 1000 msecs. Comparing
the power spectrum of the corresponding frame in the spectrogram, it can be seen that it has
primarily energy in the low frequency region. Energy in the high frequency for that particular
frame is considerably low. On the other hand, unvoiced sounds have energy mainly in the high
frequency regions. Hence by tracking the speech-absent frequency regions in each frame, the
noise estimate can be updated even in the speech-present frames.
Let the noisy speech be denoted in the time domain as

y(n ) = x (n ) + d (n )

(3.1)
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where x (n ) is the clean speech and d (n ) is the additive noise. The smoothed power spectrum of
the noisy speech can be found using the first-order recursive formula as follows:
P (λ, k ) = ηP (λ, k ) + (1 − η) Y (λ, k )

where Y (λ, k )

2

2

(3.2)

is the short time power spectrum of noisy speech and η is the smoothing

constant. Now the overall algorithm can be summarized by the flow chart diagram shown in Fig
3.2.

3.2.1 Classifying noisy speech into speech present/absent frames
As explained in Chapter 2 the power spectrum of the noisy speech is equal to the sum of the
speech power spectrum and noise power spectrum since speech and the background noise are
assumed to be independent. Also in any speech sentence there are pauses between words which
do not contain any speech. Those frames will contain only background noise. The noise estimate
can be updated by tracking those noise-only frames. To identify those frames, a simple procedure
is used which calculates the ratio of noisy speech power spectrum to the noise power spectrum at
three different frequency bands:
MF

LF

ξL (λ) =

∑ P(λ, k )

k =1
LF

∑ D(λ − 1, k )

, ξM (λ) =

k =1

∑

k =LF +1
MF

∑

k =LF +1

Fs / 2

P (λ, k )

D(λ − 1, k )

, ξH (λ) =

∑

P (λ, k )

k =MF +1
Fs / 2

∑

(3.3)

D(λ − 1, k )

k =MF +1

where D(λ, k ) is the estimate of noise power spectrum for the current frame and LF, MF and Fs
correspond to the frequency bins of 1 KHz, 3 KHz and sampling frequency respectively. If all
the three ratios mentioned in (3.3) are smaller than the threshold σ, that frame is concluded as a
noise-only frame. Otherwise, if any one or all the ratios are greater than threshold that frame is
considered as speech present frame.
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Compute the noisy speech
power spectrum P (λ, k )

no

Update noise spectrum
estimate D(λ, k ) using
constant smoothing factor

Speech
present
frame ?

yes

Compute ratio of noisy speech
power spectrum to its local
minimum Sr (λ, k )

no

Smoothing
constant αs=0.8

Speech
present
bin ?

yes

Smoothing
constant αs=1

Update noise estimate using timefrequency dependent smoothing
factor αs.

Fig 3.2. Flow diagram of the proposed algorithm-1
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3.2.2 Update of noise estimate for speech absent frames
The noise estimate is then updated with a constant smoothing factor if the frame is classified
as speech absent frame. This rule can be stated as follows

If ξL (λ) < σ and ξM (λ) < σ and ξH (λ) < σ then
D(λ, k ) = εD(λ − 1, k ) + (1 − ε) Y (λ, k )

2

(3.4)

end
where ε was the smoothing constant. Similar kind of rule was used in [16] in which the ratio
was found for the whole frequency range as follows.

XNR(λ) =

∑ P(λ, k )
∑ D(λ − 1, k )
k

(3.5)

k

Eq. (3.5) is similar to Eq. (3.3) in the sense that both find the ratio of noisy speech power
spectrum to the previous noise estimate. The drawback with Eq. (3.5) is that both the noisy
speech and noise power spectrum were averaged over the entire frequency spectrum. This can
mask the high frequency contents since the energy of low frequency bins are high compared to
the energy of the high frequency bins. Hence some unvoiced frames may be classified as speech
absent frames. To overcome this, the SNR was found in three different frequency bands
separately and each of them was compared to a threshold to determine whether it was a speech
present or absent frame. This also retained some weak consonants whose energy was
concentrated in a very narrow frequency band.

3.2.3 Update of noise estimate for speech present frames
The proposed algorithm for updating noise spectrum in speech present frames was based on
classifying speech present or absent frequency bins in each frame. This was done by tracking the
local minimum of noisy speech and then deciding speech presence in each frequency bin
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separately using the ratio of noisy speech power to its local minimum. Based on that decision a
frequency-dependent smoothing parameter was calculated to update the noise power spectrum.

3.2.3.1 Tracking the minimum of noisy speech
Different methods [1,2] were proposed for tracking minimum of noisy speech based on
finding the minimum over a fixed window length. These methods were more sensitive to outliers
and also the noise update time was dependent on the length of the window used. In our method, a
different non-linear rule was used for tracking the minimum of the noisy speech by continuously
averaging the past spectral values [4].

If Pmin (λ − 1, k ) < P (λ, k ) then
Pmin (λ, k ) = γPmin (λ − 1, k ) +
else

1− γ
(P (λ, k ) − βP (λ − 1, k ))
1− β
(3.6)

Pmin (λ, k ) = P (λ, k )
end
where Pmin (λ, k ) is the local minimum of the noisy speech power spectrum and β and γ are
constants whose values are determined experimentally. The look-ahead factor β controlled the
adaptation time of the local minimum. Figure 3.3 shows the power spectrum of noisy speech and
the local minimum tracked with the above mentioned rule for a speech degraded by babble noise
at 5 dB SNR. The adaptation time for the algorithm was approximately 0.5s for a general nonstationary noise environment.
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3.2.3.2 Speech presence detection
The approach taken to determine the speech presence in each frequency bin was similar to
the method used in [2]. Let the ratio of noisy speech power spectrum and its local minimum be
defined as

Sr (λ, k ) = P (λ, k )/ Pmin (λ, k )

(3.7)
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Fig 3.3. Plot of noisy speech power spectrum and local minimum using (3.6) for a noisy speech
(5dB SNR) at f = 250 Hz.
This ratio is then compared with a frequency-dependent threshold, and if the ratio is greater than
the threshold, it is taken as speech present frequency bin else it is taken as speech absent
frequency bin. This is based on the principle that the power spectrum of noisy speech will be
nearly equal to its local minimum when speech is absent. Hence smaller the ratio defined in (3.7)
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the higher the possibility that it will be a noise-only region or vice versa. This can be
summarized as follows:
If Sr (λ, k ) > δ(k ) , then
speech present frequency bin k
else

(3.8)

speech absent frequency bin k
where δ(k) is the frequency dependent threshold whose optimal value is determined
experimentally.

Fig 3.4. Top panel: Plot of speech presence detection from noisy speech based on the ratio
Sr(λ,k) using (3.8). Bottom panel: Spectrogram of the clean signal.
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the speech presence or absence detection using the above rule. In the figure
we compare the speech present/absent detection in a speech degraded by babble noise at 5 dB
SNR with that of the spectrogram of the clean speech. In the top panel of Figure 3.4, the shaded
regions are speech-present regions and the unshaded regions are speech-absent regions identified
using the rule given in Eq. (3.8). It can be seen that our detection process had detected almost all
the speech present regions correctly. Also, the threshold was chosen smaller than optimum so
that we detect speech presence with higher confidence than speech absence to avoid any speech
distortion. This can also be observed from the figure since some of the noise only regions were
detected as speech. But only few of the low-energy speech regions were detected as noise-only
regions. This may result in slight overestimate of the noise spectrum which will not have much
effect on the overall enhanced speech.

3.2.3.3 Calculating frequency dependent smoothing constant
After classifying the frequency bins as either speech present or absent, the new frequencydependent smoothing factor can be derived as follows

⎧
⎪α1
αs (λ, k ) = ⎪
⎨
⎪
α
⎪
⎩ 2

speech present
speech absent

(3.9)

where α1 and α2 are smoothing constants and α1< α2. The value of α1 was taken to be nearly
equal to 1 so as to keep the noise estimate constant during high speech activity.

3.2.3.4 Update of noise spectrum estimate
After computing the frequency-dependent smoothing factor αs (λ, k ) using Eq. (3.9) , the
noise spectrum estimate is updated as in Eq. (3.10).
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D(λ, k ) = αs (λ, k )D(λ − 1, k ) + (1 − αs (λ, k )) Y (λ, k )

2

(3.10)

Hence the overall algorithm can be summarized as follows. If the ratios defined in Eq. (3.3)
indicated that the current frame is a speech-absent frame, the noise estimate is updated with a
fixed smoothing factor for all the frequencies using Eq. (3.4). Otherwise, only a fraction of the
frequency bins of the noise spectrum is updated using Eq. (3.10) based on speech
presence/absence detection.
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Fig 3.5. Plot of true noise spectrum and estimated noise spectrum using proposed method-1 for a
noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=250 Hz.
Figure 3.5 shows the true noise spectrum and the estimated noise spectrum calculated with
proposed method-1 for speech degraded by babble noise at 5 dB SNR.
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3.3 Comparison of proposed method-1 with existing algorithms
3.3.1 Comparison with MS [1]
Both the proposed method-1 and [1] track the minimum of the noisy speech in order to
update the noise estimate. In both of the methods the adaptation time of the noise estimate
depends on the adaptation time of the local minimum. For a non-stationary noise condition
where the noise power varies slowly over time, both methods had same adaptation time. But for
a sudden increase in noise level the adaptation time was slightly more than 1.5s for [1] whereas it
is only 0.5s for our proposed method-1. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between [1] and our
proposed method-1 for the case where there was a sudden increase in noise power level. From
the figure it can be seen that [1] takes more than 1.5s to update whereas our proposed method
takes only 0.5s to update to the higher noise floor.
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Martin's [1]
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4
x 10

4

Fig 3.6. Comparison between the noise spectrum (for f=1.5 kHz) estimated using the proposed
algorithm-1 (thick line) and Martin’s [1] (dashed line) algorithm for a sentence corrupted by car
noise (t <1.8 s) followed by a sentence corrupted by multi-talker babble (t>1.8 s).
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3.3.2 Comparison with continuous minima tracking [4]
In [4] the noise estimate increases whenever the noisy speech power increases. This problem
was avoided in our proposed method by using the ratio of the noisy speech to the local minimum
to update the noise estimate. Whenever the noisy speech power increases the ratio between the
noisy speech and local minimum also becomes greater than the threshold and the noise estimate
is not updated. This can be seen from Figure 3.7 which compares the noise estimate from [4] and
proposed method-1 with that of the true noise spectrum.
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Fig 3.7. Top panel: Plot of true noise spectrum and estimated noise spectrum using proposed
method-1 for a noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=250 Hz. Bottom panel: Plot of true noise spectrum
and estimated noise spectrum using [4] for a noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=250 Hz. Arrows
indicate regions where noise is overestimated.
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3.3.3 Comparison with weighted average technique [5]
In [5], two methods were presented for noise estimation one based on weighted averaging
and other based on the histogram of past noise segments. In both methods, the noise estimate was
updated whenever the noisy speech became less than a threshold which was proportional to the
previous noise estimate. Consider the same example as in section 3.3.1 where there was a sudden
increase in noise level. This resulted in a situation in which the noisy speech spectrum is never
smaller than the threshold since the threshold was based on the past noise estimates which was
very low.
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Fig 3.8. Comparison of estimated noise spectrum (f = 500 Hz) of proposed method-1(dashed
line) with that of [5] (solid line) for a noisy speech of SNR 20dB (t<1.8s) followed by a noisy
speech of SNR 5dB (t>1.8s).
Thus the noise estimate is never updated if the noise power remained at that higher level. In
contrast, our proposed method-1 tracked the higher noise power in approximately 0.5s. Figure
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3.8 shows the comparison of the noise estimate using our proposed method-1 and [5] with true
noise spectrum for the same example as in Section 3.3.1.

3.3.4 Comparison with MCRA [2]
The local minimum in method [2] was found as a minimum of noisy speech over a window
of length L frames. This had some drawbacks. Firstly, the minimum was sensitive to outliers.
Secondly, the update of the minimum can take at most 2L frames for increasing noise levels. For
typical window lengths of 1s, this delay is approximately 2s. But the local minimum tracked
using our proposed method (Eq. (3.6)) takes only 0.5s to update to increasing noise levels. The
threshold for comparing the ratio to identify the speech presence/absence detection was
frequency dependent as opposed to a fixed threshold in [2].
In our proposed method the frequency-dependent smoothing factor has only 2 different levels
for speech presence/absence detection. It does not exploit the property that adjacent frames have
high correlation for speech presence.

3.4 Experimental results for proposed algorithm-1
The proposed noise estimation algorithm was combined with a Wiener-type speech
enhancement algorithm [19], in which the spectral gain function was calculated as follows

G (λ, k ) =

C (λ, k )
C (λ, k ) + µk D(λ, k )

(3.11)

where C (λ, k ) was the estimated clean speech spectrum found from the noisy speech and noise
estimate as follows

{

2

}

C (λ, k ) = max Y (λ, k ) − D(λ, k ), ν D(λ, k )

(3.12)
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where ν=0.001 was a small positive number. The max(.) operation was used to avoid getting a
negative value for the estimated clean speech spectrum if the noise estimate was greater than the
noisy speech power spectrum. The over subtraction factor µk in Eq. (3.11) was determined from
the a posteriori segmental SNR according to Fig. 3.9 [20].
µk

2
1

0

20

SNR

Fig 3.9. Plot of the multiplication factor µk in Eq. (3.11) for different values of a posteriori SNR
of noisy speech.
The performance of the proposed method was evaluated using both subjective and objective
measures. Speech was segmented into 20-ms frames using a Hamming window with 50%
overlap. The following values were used in the implementation for Fs = 20.1 kHz: α1 = 0.8, α2 =
1, β = 0.8, γ = 0.998, η = 0.7, σ = 1.3, ε=0.8 and

⎧
⎪
1.3 1 ≤ k ≤ LF
⎪
⎪
⎪
δ(k ) = ⎨3
LF < k ≤ MF
⎪
⎪
⎪
5
MF < k ≤ Fs / 2
⎪
⎪
⎩

3.4.1 Objective measure
The relative mean squared error between the true noise spectrum and the estimated noise
spectrum was calculated as follows

MSE =

L−1

1
∑
L λ =0

∑ ⎡⎣σˆ

2
D

k

(λ, k ) − σD2 (λ, k )⎤⎦

∑σ

2
D

k

(λ, k )

2

(3.13)
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where σˆD2 (λ, k ) and σD2 (λ, k ) were the estimated and true noise spectrum respectively and L was
the total number of frames in the noisy speech.

3.4.2 Subjective measure
The performance of the method was compared with that of the methods in [1,2,4,5] by
formal listening tests which included two different noise types, namely a single noise source and
three different sources, henceforth referred as triplet noise. The same speech enhancement
algorithm [19] was used for all noise estimation algorithms and for all conditions. In the singlenoise case, the speech sentence was degraded by either babble noise or factory noise. In the
triplet-noise case, three different sentences are concatenated to evaluate the adaptation of the
algorithm for different noise types. The three noise types include multi-talker babble (2 male and
2 female speakers), factory noise and white noise. Thus a noisy speech was composed of a
sentence degraded by babble noise followed by a sentence degraded by factory noise and a
sentence degraded by white noise without any pause between the sentences. The overall SNR of
the noisy speech was 5dB for both cases. The speech sentences were taken from the HINT [21]
database.
For the single noise case, 40 noisy speech sentences were used (20 sentences corrupted by
babble noise and 20 sentences corrupted by factory noise) and for the triplet noise case, 20 sets
of triplet sentences were used for each comparison. The listener was presented with a pair of
sentences, one processed with our proposed method and the other processed with any one of the
other [1,2,4,5] methods and asked to choose the sentence judged to be more natural, easier to
listen and free of artifacts. The overall preference in percentage was found for the proposed
method and compared to the other methods. The order of the sentences was randomized. Table
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3.1 lists the mean percentage, that the proposed method-1 was preferred over other methods
averaged over six listeners. Also the MSE was calculated using Eq. (3.13) for all methods in both
noise types.
Table 3.1. Percentage of preference for the proposed method-1 compared to other methods for
single and mixed type noise. The normalized mean squared error (MSE) between the estimated
and true noise spectra is also given.

Method
Cohen and
Berdugo [2]
Doblinger [4]
Hirsch and
Ehrlicher [5]
Martin [1]
Proposed
method-1

Single Noise
Preference
MSE

Mixed Noise
Preference
MSE

60.8%

0.95

80.4%

1.12

40.6%

0.52

82.2%

1.08

47.8%

0.52

87.1%

0.87

55.0%

0.53

58.8%

0.94

-

0.54

-

0.75

From the results it can be inferred that the listeners had equal preference for all the methods in
single noise case since the percentage of preference was around 40-60% for all the methods. But
for the triplet noise case, our algorithm had higher preference compared to the other methods.
This was due to the fact that the adaptation time of our algorithm was smaller compared to the
other methods for highly non-stationary environments and also the parameters were very robust
for different types of noise.

3.5 Proposed noise estimation algorithm-2
As explained in Section 3.3.4, the proposed noise estimation algorithm-1 [18] did not exploit
the property that adjacent frames of speech have high correlation for speech presence. Hence in
the proposed method-2 this property was exploited. Also the classification of noisy speech
frames into speech present/absent becomes more erroneous for low SNR noisy speech. Hence it
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was preferable and more desirable that we avoid the use of a voice activity detector. This was
done by computing the speech-presence probability for all frequency bins in every frame of
noisy speech and then computing the time-frequency dependent smoothing factor based on the
speech-presence probability. The noise estimate was then updated using the time-frequency
dependent smoothing factor for every frame. The overall algorithm can be summarized by the
flowchart diagram in Figure 3.10.
Compute the noisy speech
power spectrum P(λ,k).
Compute the local minimum of
noisy speech Pmin(λ,k).
Compute ratio of noisy speech
power spectrum to its local
minimum Sr(λ,k).

Compute the indicator function
I(λ,k)for speech present/absent
detection.

Calculate speech presence
probability p(λ,k) using firstorder recursion.

Compute time-frequency
dependent smoothing constant
αs(λ,k).

Update noise estimate D(λ,k)
using time-frequency dependent
smoothing factor αs(λ,k).
Fig 3.10. Flow diagram of proposed algorithm-2.
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3.5.1 Tracking the local minimum of noisy speech
The local minimum Pmin (λ, k ) of smoothed power spectrum of noisy speech was found using
the same non-linear rule as explained in Section 3.2.4.1 as follows

If Pmin (λ − 1, k ) < P (λ, k ) then
Pmin (λ, k ) = γPmin (λ − 1, k ) +

1− γ
(P (λ, k ) − βP (λ − 1, k ))
1− β

else

(3.14)

Pmin (λ, k ) = P (λ, k )
end
where β and γ were constants whose values were determined experimentally.

3.5.2 Computing speech presence probability
The speech presence/absence decision in each frequency bin was obtained by comparing the
ratio of noisy speech power spectrum to the local minimum to a frequency dependent threshold
as in Section 3.2.3.2 as follows.
If Sr (λ, k ) > δ(k )
speech present→ I (λ, k ) = 1
else

(3.15)

speech absent→ I (λ, k ) = 0
From this, the speech presence probability was updated using the first-order recursion as follows
[2]

p(λ, k ) = αp p(λ, k ) + (1 − αp )I (λ, k )
where αp is the smoothing constant.

(3.16)
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3.5.3 Calculating time-frequency dependent smoothing factor
Using the speech presence probability the time-frequency dependent smoothing factor can be
obtained as follows [2]

αd (λ, k )  αd + (1 − αd )p(λ, k )

(3.17)

Form the smoothing factor, the noise estimate is updated using Eq. (3.10). Figure 3.9 shows the
true noise spectrum and the estimated noise spectrum for the same example used in the Section
3.2.3.4.
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Fig 3.11. Plot of true noise spectrum and the estimated noise spectrum using proposed algorithm2 for a noisy speech (5dB SNR) at f=500 Hz.

3.6 Experimental results for proposed algorithm-2
The proposed algorithm was combined with the same Wiener-type speech enhancement
procedure [19] as explained in Section 3.4. Similar to the proposed method-1, this method was
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also evaluated using both subjective and objective measures. The following values were used for
the implementation for Fs = 20.1 KHz: αd = 0.85, αp = 0.2, β = 0.8, γ = 0.998, η = 0.7 and

⎧⎪
⎪⎪2 1 ≤ k ≤ LF
δ(k ) = ⎪
⎨2 LF < k ≤ MF
⎪⎪
⎪⎪5 MF < k ≤ Fs / 2
⎪⎩

3.6.1 Objective measure
The relative mean squared error between the true noise spectrum and the estimated noise
spectrum was calculated as follows

MSE =

L−1

1
∑
L λ =0

∑ ⎡⎣σˆ

2
D

k

(λ, k ) − σD2 (λ, k )⎤⎦

∑σ

2
D

2

(λ, k )

(3.18)

k

where σˆD2 (λ, k ) and σD2 (λ, k ) are the estimated and true noise spectrum respectively and L was
the total number of frames in the noisy speech.

3.6.2 Subjective measure
Similar to the proposed method-1, this method was also tested using both single noise and
triplet noise. Multi-talker babble noise was used for the single noise case and triplet noise
condition was the same as in Section 3.4.2. For each set of comparison, 20 noisy speech
sentences corrupted by babble noise were used in single noise condition and 20 sets of triplet
sentences were used in the triplet noise condition. The percentage of preference for the proposed
method over the other methods was computed for six listeners and tabulated in Table 3.2.
From the results, it can be seen that our proposed method had equal preference compared
with the other methods in [1,3-5] for the single noise condition. But for the triplet noise
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condition, the proposed method-2 had very high preference compared to all the other methods.
This was due to the fact that our noise estimation algorithm adapts quickly to the highly nonstationary environments and also the parameters were very robust to different noise conditions.
Table 3.2. Percentage of preference for the proposed method-2 compared to other methods for
single and mixed type noise. The normalized mean squared error (MSE) between the estimated
and true noise spectra is also given.

Method
Cohen [3]
Doblinger [4]
Hirsch and
Ehrlicher [5]
Martin [1]
Proposed
method-2

Single Noise
Preference
MSE
48.8%
0.40
53.8%
0.52

Mixed Noise
Preference
MSE
81.67%
0.86
81.3%
1.08

50%

0.52

78.8%

0.87

50.83%

0.53

63.8%

0.94

-

0.43

-

0.87

CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis addressed the issue of noise estimation for enhancement of noisy speech. Two
algorithms were proposed for noise estimation. The first method included voice activity
detection in each frame. In speech absent frames, the noise estimate was updated with a constant
smoothing factor. For speech present frames the noise estimate was updated based on speech
present/absent detection in each frequency bin. In the second method, the noise estimate was
updated continuously in every frame using time-frequency smoothing factors calculated based on
speech-presence probability in each frequency bin of the noisy speech spectrum. The speechpresence probability was found using the ratio of noisy speech power spectrum to its local
minimum. Unlike other methods, the update of local minimum was continuous over time and did
not depend on some fixed window length. Hence the update of noise estimate was faster for very
rapidly varying non-stationary noise environments. This was confirmed by formal listening test
results which showed significantly higher preference for our methods compared to the other
existing algorithms for estimating the noise spectrum.
The contributions of this thesis include.
¾ Development of a simple voice activity detection method based on estimation of the a
posteriori SNR of noisy speech in three different frequency bands.
¾ Development of a noise estimation algorithm based on continuous tracking of the
minimum of noisy speech power spectrum.
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¾ Development of a frequency dependent threshold for comparing the ratio of noisy speech
power spectrum to its local minimum for identifying speech present frequency bins.
The proposed noise estimation algorithms proved to be superior to the existing algorithms in
many aspects. The algorithms were simple and computationally efficient. These algorithms did
not suffer from the drawback of slow update for increasing noise power levels. At the same time,
the noise spectrum was not overestimated.
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